
Model No. Dimensions Weight Dog age Size:Small Material

22286 11 x 6 cm 195g Puppy,Adult For Dogs up to 15 lbs Natural Rubber

With a focus on comprehensive 
manufacturing, Heao Group 
has become a prominent player 
in the industry, delivering a 
broad selection of dental 
scented chew dog toy that cater 
to various breeds and sizes.Our 
cutting- dented scented chew 
dog toy - a wheel-shaped 
plaything that brings a new 
level of excitement to your 
furry friend's playtime. 
Specially designed for small 
breeds, this toy offers a 
delightful combination of fun 
and mental stimulation.

Unique Wheel Design：
This dental chew dog toy stands out with its novel 
wheel-shaped design, creating a visually appealing and 
engaging experience for your pet. The circular form is 
perfect for rolling and chasing, enticing your dog to 
interact and explore.
 
Compact Size for Small Breeds:
Tailored to meet the needs of small dogs, this toy 
features a compact size that is easy for them to carry, 
grasp, and play with. The ideal proportions ensure a 
comfortable and enjoyable playtime for your pint-sized 
canine companion.
 
Interactive Rotating Wheel:
The centerpiece of this toy is the rotating wheel located 
at the center. As your dog interacts with the toy, the 
wheel spins, adding an element of surprise and 
encouraging playfulness. The dynamic motion keeps 
your furry friend intrigued and entertained for extended 
periods.
 
Vibrant Colors for Visual Appeal:
The toy's vibrant and eye-catching colors are specifically 
chosen to captivate your dog's attention. Dogs are 
naturally drawn to vivid hues, and this toy's color 
scheme ensures they'll be excited to play with it again 
and again.

 
 

 

More style is coming soon...

 Textured Surface for Dental Massage:
The exterior of the spinning wheel is textured 
with gentle ridges and spikes. As your dog 
chews and gnaws on the toy, it provides a 
soothing gum massage and helps maintain 
dental health. The different textures add variety 
and enhance the tactile experience.

Built to Last:
Crafted from durable rubber, this toy can withstand 
rough play and enthusiastic chewing. Rest assured that 
it will be a long-lasting companion for your furry buddy.
 
In conclusion, our dental scented chew dog toy with its 
innovative spinning wheel design is a fun and enriching 
addition to your small dog's toy collection. With its 
interactive features, vibrant colors, and dental benefits, 
it's a fantastic way to keep your pet mentally engaged 
and physically active. Get ready to witness your furry 
friend's joy as they roll, spin, and play with this 
captivating and entertaining toy!
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